Savitribai Phule Pune University Nodal Agency for the states of Maharashtra & Goa,
to conduct SET exam.
Savitribai Phule Pune University Nodal Agency has released the exam dates of SET for the
June 2020 SET exam. The exam was supposed to be conducted on 28th June 2020, which was
postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, candidates have to follow the new
guidelines as per the government in the wake of COVID-19. Aspirants who successfully
applied for the SET June 2020 will be able to download the admit card of SET soon on the
official website in online mode.
Important Dates of M-SET to be held on 27th December, 2020 for the states of
Maharashtra and Goa
Commencement
application

of

correction

Last date for applying online

in

online 01.01.2020
21.01.2020

Last date for payment of online Fee :- through 21.01.2020
Credit/Debit card/Internet Banking
Correction in particulars of application form on 23.01.2020 to 29.01.2020
the website (No requests for corrections in the
application form shall be entertained after
29.01.2020)
Availability of admit card on website
17.12.2020
Date of Examination *
27.12.2020
*The SET exam will be offline in pen and paper mode
M-SET 2020: New Guidelines
COVID-19 is spreading around the world on a high scale. Amidst this pandemic, Candidates
need to follow the new guidelines as per the government norms to lower the risk of a
pandemic. Check below what all candidates need to follow:
 Candidates have to wear the mask and gloves at the exam centre.
 Candidates have to carry a water bottle, a bottle of sanitizer, and a pen of their own.
 The body temperature will be tested with thermo guns. Only then candidates are
allowed to enter.
 In case any of the responses in declaration suggest COVID 19 infection/symptoms,
the candidate will not be permitted in the exam centre
 Candidates have to carry the admit card of M-SET along with the photo identity proof
both the original and photocopy.
M-SET 2020: Important Documents & Things to Carry
Documents and things that candidates must carry to the allotted SET exam centre are
mentioned below:
 SET admit card:
Candidates can download the SET 2020 admit card from the official website of
the exam using registration ID and date of birth
 Photo ID proof:
Candidates must also carry a valid and original photo ID proof to the test centre. It
may be noted that photocopies of the IDs even if attested or in mobile phone will not
be considered. Documents that candidates can carry as an ID proof are:

PAN Card

Driving License

Voter ID

12th Class Board Admit or Registration Card

Passport

Aadhaar Card (with photograph)

E-Aadhaar

Ration Card

Aadhaar Enrolment No. with Photo

-







PwD certificate:
If applicable, candidates must carry their PwD certificate issued by the competent
authority
Ball point pen: Candidates should carry only a transparent ball point pen
Hand sanitizer: Candidates should carry a personal hand sanitizer in a transparent
bottle of 50 ml
Water bottle: Candidates can carry their own transparent water bottles

Check out the things that are not allowed and attire that candidates must not wear inside the
SET centre:
 Attire: Candidates should not wear shoes or footwear with thick soles. Also, candidates
must not wear clothes with large buttons to the test centre.
 Personal belongings: Candidates should not carry any personal belongings such as
mobile phone, purse or electronic devices such as calculator inside the test centre.
Exam authority will not be responsible for the safe keep of the personal belongings of
candidates.

